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INVARIANT DISTANCES

RELATED TO THE BERGMAN FUNCTION

T. MAZUR, P. PFLUG AND M. SKWARCZYÑSKI

Abstract. Let D be a bounded domain in C". The invariant distance in D is given

by

I I  v    I \ is    l \\ '/2\ l/2

Kp(z,i)K„(w,w)

It is shown that one half of the length of a piecewise C1 curve y: [a, b] -* D with

respect to the Bergman metric is equal to the length of y measured by pD, which

implies that the associated inner distance p*D coincides (up to the factor {) with the

Bergman-distance. Also it was proved that pD is not an inner distance.

Introduction. Let D be a bounded domain in C". A distance function p: D X D

[0, oo) can be used to define the length of a curve y: [a, b] —> D by the formula

n-l

iP{y) = sup L p(y('/).y('/+i))>
i-O

where a = t0 < tY • • ■ < r„ = b are arbitrary points on the segment [a, b]. For

p, q g D let us define p*( p, q) as the greatest lower bound of the length of all curves

in D which join p and q. Obviously p* 3* p. The distance p is called inner if p* = p.

The Bergman function KD(z, w), z,w e D (see [1]), is related to the distance

f        [KD(z,W)KD(W,zy
Pd(z>w) =    1 -    TT-7-T7T-7-T

\        \^d(2, 2)A:d(w,w)

which induces the euclidean topology in £), and is invariant under biholomorphic

mappings [6, 7]. We shall also consider the Bergman distance dD{p, q), p, q g D,

defined as the greatest lower bound of the Bergman length of all piecewise C1 curves

in D which join p and q. The Bergman length /ß(y) of y: [a, b] -* D is defined using

the Bergman metric tensor

N

ds2=    £

y./f-l

(32log KD(z,z) d2log KD(z,z)
-r-^—-dz, ® dzk -\-^^-dz: ® rfzA

3zy.3zt ' dzßzk i
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Namely y* ds2 = g(t)dt ® dt with g(t) > 0, and

1/2(i)        iB(y) = f g(')l/i
Ja

^ 92log/Vg(Y(Q,Y(0)T^TT-  (A

J.k
dZjdzk

1/2

dt.

The completeness of dD was investigated in [2, 3, 4]. In the present paper we shall

prove the following results:

Theorem 1. 7/y is a piecewise C  curve in D, then l   (y) = i'bÍy)

Theorem 2. p*D(p, q) = \dD{p, q) for every p, q g D.

This shows that the inner distance p*D induced by pD is the integrated form of the

Bergman-differential-metric (up to the factor j).

Theorem 3. pD(p, q) < p*D(p, q) for every p, q g D,p + q.

This implies pD < \dD; hence, pD completeness implies dD completeness, which

was also shown in [2, 3]. (The question whether dD completeness implies pD

completeness is to our knowledge still open.) The third theorem says in particular

that pD is not an inner distance.

1. Proof of Theorem 1. Using the general remarks in [5] it is enough to prove that

if y: [0,1] -* D is a C'-curve, then:

(Al) for 0 < s < 1 one has

lim
Pd(y(0.tt(j))

t - s
\ Í ^^(y(s)Ms))t(s)%(s)
2        ,    dzßz„

1/2

(Remark: the right side is continuous on [0,1]) and

(A2) for any e > 0 there exists 5 > 0 such that if 0 < 5 < t < 1 and \t - s\ < 8

one gets

Po(y(0.y(*))

v,H=l v    M

1/2

< e.

This can be shown with the use of Taylor's formula for the C°°-numerator <f>(z, vv) of

KD(z, z) ■ KD(w, vv) - KD(z, vv) • KD(w, z)     _
Pd(z>w)

¡KD(z,z)  ■ jKD(w,w)  .\lKD(z,z)  ■ jKD(w,w)  +\KD(z,>

taking into account that d>(z, w) ^ 0 and <b(z, z) = 0. Hence this gives the proof of

Theorem 1.
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2. Proof of Theorem 2.1 Denote by T the family of all curves in D which join p and

q. Denote by ro the subfamily of i consisting of all piecewise C1 curves. Then by

Theorem 1

p*D(p,q)=   inf/   (y)<   inf /   (y) = \dD(p, q).
T£f yer0

Assume p*D{p, q) < A < A + e0 < {d^ip, q). Thus there exists a curve y0 G i with

/Pd(Yo)<^ <A+e0<   inf /   (y).
7er0

Using the strong plurisubharmonicity of log KD one immediately concludes that y0 is

a rectifiable curve in the euclidean sense.

Analogous calculations as in (Al) and (A2) yield the following stronger result

(compare Hilfssatz 2 in [5]): for any sequences z" g 7), vv" g Z), z" ¥= w" with

lim^^z" = hm_00w" = z° g D and lim v^m(zv - w")/\\z - w\\ = v one has

11/2
P^^W)

aD(z°;v):--
1     "     d2\ogKD    0 _

p,fi=i        v   ^

Then, for any z° g £) and any e > 0, there exists 5 > 0 with the following property:

whenever z, w, f g 7), z =£ vv, ||z — z°|| < ô, ||w — z°|| < 5 and ||f — z°|| < 5, then

(*),
Pd(z>w)

VV w\\
< e.

Choose e := e0/2L with L equal to the euclidean length of y0. Using ( * )c one finds

8 > 0 such that for any i g [0,1] the following property is true: for any z + w, z, w,

f G í/(y0(O; 5) = ball around y0(i) with radius 8 c D one has (*)E. This yields a

partition 0 = t0 < t1 < ■ ■ ■  < fx = 1 with

Yo(', + 1)et/(y0(0;S).

Setting /?,: [0,1] -* U(y0(t¡); 8) as the straight line from y0(i,) to y0(i,+i), Theorem

1 gives

lpD(ßi) = f «d(A-(t); Yo(',+i) - Yo(O) dr = aD(ß,(r,); y0(í, + 1) - y0(i,))

withO < T. < 1.

Combining the above remarks one receives

i-i

A>lPD(y0)> Lp0(yo(',),Yo(', + i))
i = 0

/-i i-i

> Z«D(/3,(T,),y0(í,) -Yo(í, + i))-eZ I|Yo(0 - Yo(',-+i
i-0

>u«-è'^'

1 We thank Professor Reiffen for pointing out the importance of his Hilfssatz 2 of [5].
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where ß: [0,1] -» D is the polygon consisting of the /?,.. Since ß g ro this gives a

contradiction; hence, the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

3. Proof of Theorem 3. First we shall prove the following general result.

Lemma 1. Consider p, q g D, p + q. A distance p in D such that for all w G D the

conditions, w ¥= p,w ¥= q imply p(p, q) < p(p, w) + p(w, q) and such that the func-

tion w -* p(p,w) is continuous satisfies the inequality p(p,q) < p*(p, q).

Proof. Choose r so small that the closed euclidean ball U(p; r) satisfies the

conditions

q<£Ü(p,r),        U(p,r)cD.

Since the euclidean sphere is compact, there exists a positive £ such that for all w

satisfying || w — p\\ = r

(p(p,w) + p{w,q)) - p(p,q)> £.

Every curve y g r joinsp and q, and therefore intersects the boundary of U(p, r) at

some point w = y^), tx g [a, b]. It follows that for every y G T

iP(y) > p(p,y(h)) + p(y(h),q) > p(p,g) + e.

Therefore

p*(p,^) = inf{/p(y),yGr} >p(p,q) + e.

The proof of the lemma is completed.

We shall now show that the assumptions of Lemma 1 hold for pD and every pair

p, q g D,p + q.

Lemma 2. For every p, q,w g D such that p =t= q,w =£ p,w ¥= q

(4) pD(p,q) < pD(p,w) + pD(w,q).

Proof. Denote by Xw me unique element in the space L2H{D) (the Hubert space

of all square integrable holomorphic functions) which represents the evaluation

functional/ —> /(w). By definition (see [6])

Pd(P'w) = -¡F „ „inf
v/2   M2e[0,2,r]

X, •x,

-=■     inf
V^  «,6[0.2»] \\Xp\\ IIXJ

This infimum is attained at some point <p g [0,2-n]. Hence

IIX,II

■Xp

llx»,ll

(5) Pd(p>w) = -Jf

,"P .

\\xP\\

and similarily, there is ^ g [0,2 77] such that

(6) Pd(9>w)
1 e    -Xc

IIX.II
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Obviously

1
(7) pD{p,q)^ —

e'P ■ XP      e'* • x,

llxj \\Xc

Inequality (4) will be proved by contradiction. Assume that both sides in (4) are

equal. This implies that the right side in (7) is the sum of right sides in (5) and (6).

We know that if both sides in Minkowski inequality are equal, then the relevant

vectors are linearly dependent. Therefore the functions x„, X^ Xw (and the corre-

sponding evaluation functionals) are linearly dependent. This is clearly impossible

(evaluation functionals on the space of polynomials are linearly independent). This

contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.

The proof of Theorem 3 follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 2.
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